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Right from the beginning, the Dereel Community Hub Inc. decided to develop inclusive policies 

and procedures which would enable us to be flexible and also work to not-for-profit, 

community-based guidelines. In our first year, many meetings were devoted to creating the 

framework which would guide us toward our future goals. We wanted DCHI to be a safe place 

for everyone; we wanted it to be focused on positive engagement with the community, and we 

wanted it to be based around processes and procedures, not on personalities.  

Among our framework documents are:  

 A Mission Statement to reflect DCHI’s purpose   

 Five aspirational Values to be the filter for everything we do 

 Long-term strategic structure based around five core focus groups 

 2016 Communication Priorities  

 Meeting room hire policy and procedures (to be covered by DCHI Public Liability 

Insurance) 

 Conflict resolution policy and procedures 

 Activity and Interest Group policy and procedure, outlining the rules for being covered 

by DCHI Public Liability Insurance 

One of the biggest challenges of the past year has been how to communicate effectively with 

the Dereel community. With no town centre, no shop or place where everyone goes during the 

week, and the knowledge that some local residents were not able to view posts online, we 

chose to print a newsletter, Dereel Spokes, and deliver it to all mailboxes in Dereel and 

Corindhap.  We also set up a website which enables people to subscribe for up to the minute 

emailed posts. Also, to enhance social media reach, we chose to do this via WordPress which 

enables us to authorise a number of writers and editors as well as to feed each news item 

directly to our Facebook page and our Twitter feed. Long term we hope to have writers and 

editors from all of Dereel’s community groups, and activity leaders, along with interested 

people who just want to write. 

In our first year we have: 

 Printed and delivered 10 editions of Dereel Spokes (350 copies per print run) 

 Posted 86 items on the Dereel Spokes website, which flow through to Facebook and 

Twitter 

 Gained 169 followers consisting of: 

o 4 WordPress followers (people with their own WordPress website) 

o 17 email followers (subscribers directly from the WordPress website) 

o 143 Facebook followers,  

o 5 Twitter followers, 



 Since inception, the Dereel Spokes website has had 1017 individual viewers, and 3583 

views  

These statistics don’t include Facebook “Likes” and “Shares” to other Facebook Groups such as 

Dereel Community Spaces, Dereel Outpost, and others.  

Despite this, one of the most common comments I hear is “It would be a good idea to tell the 

community what DCHI is doing.” While this probably reflects the busy lives people lead, I think 

it means our communication strategy is still a work in progress. However, we believe we are 

providing the Dereel community with a means of having a discussion about things important to 

our community. Thank you to CentaCare for funding the printed newsletter. 

So, with our framework of policies and processes and our communication structure, we are now 

in a position to focus on projects, events and activities. The second year feels full of promise for 

a flourishing community centre with a range of activities to suit our diverse community. 
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